M4700 MISSING IN ACTION (USA, 1984)
(Other titles: Portes disparus; Rombo di tione)

Credits: director, Joseph Zito; writer, James Bruner; story, John Crowther, Lance Hool.

Cast: Chuck Norris, M. Emmett Walsh, David Tress, Lenore Kasdorf, James Hong.

Summary: Action/adventure film set in contemporary Thailand and Vietnam.
Special Forces colonel James Braddock (Norris) reluctantly returns to Vietnam after the war on a fact-finding mission to search for MIA’s. He himself spent 10 years in a North Vietnamese labor camp until he led his men in a daring escape. He enlists the aid of State Dept. official Ann Fitzgerald (Kasdorf) and slips away to find the location of the MIA prison camp. From Bangkok, with the help of his old Army buddy Tuck (Walsh), now a smuggler, he mounts a rescue expedition.
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